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Resumo 
A presente dissertação foi realizada no âmbito do Mestrado Integrado em Engenharia 
Mecânica e desenvolvida em ambiente empresarial na Farfetch, plataforma e-commerce que 
comercializa artigos de roupa de luxo. Este projeto enquadrou-se na equipa de workforce 
management cuja função é dar suporte às equipas operacionais. 
Em virtude do rápido crescimento que a empresa tem tido, a gestão das ferramentas externas 
por parte das equipas operacionais não está centralizada levando a inconsistências nos 
processos de trabalho. Assim, o principal objetivo do projeto consistiu na standardização e 
optimização das principais ferramentas externas usadas pela empresa, em particular a 
ferramenta de gestão de contactos de clientes, bem como na identificação de oportunidades de 
melhoria futuras. 
De forma a garantir a compreensão transversal da ferramenta e dos processos, começou-se por 
estudar a base de dados do software. Além disso, foram também identificados todos os 
requisitos que uma ferramenta ideal de gestão de contactos de clientes necessitaria de ter para 
uma empresa como a Farfetch. 
De seguida, foi analisada a comunicação interna das equipas operacionais. Para isso esta 
comunicação foi mapeada com o objetivo de perceber quais as equipas fundamentais para 
lidar com os respectivos casos. Além disso foram identificadas oportunidades de melhoria na 
ferramenta para optimizar a comunicação interna. Este projeto envolveu também a construção 
e teste de diferentes integrações na ferramenta externa de forma a poder contextualizar um 
cliente que contacta através de diferentes canais. 
Com a realização deste trabalho desenvolvido foram identificadas e implementadas diversas 
melhorias no uso e processos de trabalho das ferramentas externas. Assim, as principais 
contribuições permitiram o aumento da eficiência no uso da plataforma e na comunicação 
interna entre as várias equipas. 
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Abstract 
The present dissertation was conducted under the Master in Mechanical Engineering and 
developed in the company Farfetch, e-commerce platform focused on the luxury fashion 
market. This project took place in the Workforce Management team that is responsible for 
giving support to the operational teams.  
With the ongoing growth of the company, the tools management across all operational teams 
is not centralized leading to inconsistencies in workflows. Thereby, the main purpose of this 
project was the standardization and optimizations of the company’s external tools, focusing 
on the case management tool, as well as the identification of improvement opportunities. 
In order to understand the tool and all the processes, the first step was to map all the database 
communication of the software. Furthermore, all the requirements a case management tool 
should have to meet Farfetch needs were identified. 
Afterwards, the internal communication of the operational teams was analyzed. This analysis 
had the goal to understand which cases should be handle by which teams. Also, improvement 
opportunities in the case management tool were identified to optimize internal 
communication. Likewise, during this project some tests and integrations were examined in 
order to give a better customer context throughout all contact channels. 
With the execution of this work several improvements were introduced in the workflows and 
in the usage of the external tools. Consequently, the main contributions drawn were the 
increasing efficiency in the platform usage and in the internal communication between teams.
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Purpose and Motivation 
This dissertation was developed at the Workforce Management Team of Farfetch. Just 
recently in May 2016 the company was valued at almost 1.5 billion dollars and in August 
2016 hit 1 million customers. 
 Choosing this project was definitely a challenge. Just as in any other company growing so 
fast, a lot of processes and standards are neglected in favor of the revenue stream. Quick 
solutions are often implemented to solve day to day issues without acknowledging the future 
challenges and expansion the company might have. Thus, the challenge of trying to 
standardize and optimize team communication and tools usage is vast. Accomplishing all this 
after years with lack of centralization requires even more perseverance. 
1.2 Farfetch Overview 
Farfetch is an online marketplace to shop the world’s best selection of luxury. It connects 
customers with the world’s best luxury boutiques. Founded in 2008 by José Neves, Farfetch is 
translated in 9 languages, has offices in 11 cities around the world with more than 1000 
employees, and ships to over 190 countries. 
The company success resides in the unique business model. While is main competitors 
replicate a traditional online wholesale model, Farfetch has taken a different approach. It 
provides a platform for boutique and brands to display their items to consumers with zero 
inventory risk for Farfetch. This means the inventory is distributed in hundreds of boutiques 
that work as mini warehouses. Synchronized inventory with boutiques allows Farfetch to 
manage what is displayed in the web site. This synchronization is accomplished by collecting, 
tagging and photographing every item that is going to be displayed in the website, figure 1. 
After this collection the item will go back to the boutique and a customer will have more than 
120,000 different products to choose from displayed in Farfetch website.  
 
Figure 1 – Customer journey at Farfetch 
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Moreover, the core of this vision is what is called Omnichannel. Bringing together online and 
offline channels, not separating the digital and physical interaction, increasing the customer 
experience. Also, the customer will have the opportunity to shop in both channels and also 
have available deploy services like collecting an online order in a boutique or same day 
delivery in some cities. These services would not be possible if Farfetch followed the normal 
retail business model with a big warehouse shipping to everywhere. 
1.2.1 Farfetch and WFM team Structure 
The 1000 plus employees from Farfetch are divided in 14 departments: Account Management, 
Black & White, Business Development, Customer Service, Finance, Marketing, 
Merchandising, Office Management, Operations, Partner Services, Human Resources, 
Technology, Production and Store of the Future. 
 
This project was developed in the WFM Team, support team for operational departments. 
This team is responsible for: 
 
Figure 2 – Workforce management team cycle 
 Forecasting - create short and long term forecast with scenarios for contacts and 
required agents for each task/channel; Analyze historical trends and identify patterns 
between all business activities. 
 Staffing - build short and long term staffing plans; with those plans identify 
recruitment needs. 
 Scheduling - schedule agents according to staff plan. 
 Real Time Management - monitor all channels; manage the right balance between 
workload and staffing from a short-term perspective; Identify potential schedule gaps 
and offer solutions solve them. 
 Reporting - real-time reporting with intraday status; all relevant reporting to ensure 
visibility of all metrics and business goals. 
 Data Analysis - analytical interpretation of all relevant data; prepare the data to start 
the cycle again. 
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The team structure can be seen below: 
 
 
  
 
Figure 3 – Workforce management team structure 
 
 
 
This specific project will be focused on all the customer service department. This department 
is divided in 5 teams and only 1 contacts directly to the customer. The others contact with 
external partners such as boutiques and courier companies or simply give support in internal 
issues. The 5 internal teams and respective responsibilities are divided as follows: 
Partner Services - communicate with boutiques; their training is focused on a B2B 
perspective and this team is mainly responsible for solving post order queries with boutiques 
such as returns, damaged items, wrong items shipped and discounts from the stores; focus on 
guaranteeing fast and effective resolutions and also responsible for boutiques training and set-
up; 
Courier - communicate only with courier companies about problems related to returns 
and shipping; give internal support to any transportation problems; 
Production - communicate internally about issues related to measurements, fitting, 
photos and descriptions; give internal support to any team during the stage where the items 
are tagged and photographed; 
Order Support – detect frauds and fraudulent customers; notify immediately internal 
teams to stop an order when fraud is detected; 
Refunds - process refunds; responsible also for processing discounts. 
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1.3 Project Goals 
The main goal of this project is to standardize and optimize the internal communication. This 
communication is neither centralized nor consistent within the company. Between 
departments the way the same tool is used varies from team to team. Consequently, when 
teams have to communicate this lack of consistency will lead to poor efficiency and quality of 
information. 
Several inconsistencies in the workflows and processes must be eliminated. Manual and non-
valuable work need to be removed/optimized. It is necessary to tackle the problem related to 
the lack of external tools integration and standardization. 
1.4 Methodology 
First step was to map all the database communication with database schemes. Then, map the 
current workflows and identify where work can be optimized. 
Moreover, it was necessary to plan and set tests using the tools test environment to check 
whether the proposed solutions would work or not.  
Finally, test environments were also used to test new features and build case studies for user 
acceptance. 
1.5 Structure 
 
This dissertation is divided as follows: 
Chapter 2 approaches the literature review in the following topics: Customer Service 
Channels, Multi-channel, Omni Channel, Channel Integration and Customer Engagement. 
Chapter 3 presents a customer service overview and the existing channels that a customer has 
for contacting the support services. The external tools used and their current workflows will 
also be reviewed. 
Chapter 4 presents the proposed solution. It covers all the tests that were done as well as the 
changes proposed to the workflows. 
Chapter 5 sums up the dissertation and presents suggestions for future work. 
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2 Literature Review 
 
Internet has become a critical instrument for organizations nowadays and luxury fashion is no 
exception. Slowly this industry is entering the online experience either through own brand 
online store or multi brand e-tailers. As more and more consumers start accepting the internet 
purchases, the vendors had to start migrating and sophisticating their online experiences. 
However, today, this opportunity of diversification is still vast. For instance, global digital 
sales of women’s luxury fashion only represent 3% of the total market and are expected to 
grow to 15% in 2019(Deloitte 2014). 
This growth has made internet retail a strategic component for every business and it is 
necessary to understand how online operations interact with other channels. 
 
2.1  Multichannel in Customer Management 
 
According to Kent et al. (2016) the evolution from single channel to multichannel retailing is 
explained by the need to overcome existing format limitations such as: 
 Size of store 
 Expansion in new markets 
 Increasing sales by cross-channel 
 Customer behavior drastically changing in online platforms 
 
 
These limitations led to an increasing competitive market where customers’ expect to be 
treated individually within the channel of their choice. Thus, the operational excellence is 
achieved when companies have the ability to provide personalized shopping experiences 
(Neslin et al. 2006). 
The pursuit of this personalized experience has led almost all retailers starting to develop an 
online channel. In this way, the multichannel approach to customers started. This means the 
use of more than one channel to manage customers in a way that is consistent and coordinated 
across all channels or media used(Stone, Hobbs, and Khaleeli 2002). Or, as Sousa and Voss 
(2006) proposed , an interactive service adding value through a virtual component in 
conjunction with a physical component and/or other virtual components. 
 
By channels, we refer to the different ways of communication a customer has to be in touch 
with an organization to purchase goods or leave a query, such as: 
 Physical stores 
 Email 
 Mobile-Phone, Chat Services, SMS 
 Social Media 
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With the evolution of technology new channels for customer contact are continuously 
emerging. Smartphones allowed faster communication with customer support services either 
by phone, chat or simply using social media.  
However, many companies were focused on a separated strategy, spinning off separate 
internet businesses or granting autonomy to the management of online customer management 
challenges(Goersch 2002) . 
As a result, today, the challenges in the digital channels have proven that the multi-channel 
strategies are not enough. According to Sousa and Voss (2006) the responsiveness 
performance of multi-channel companies was lower than their internet-only counterparts, 
suggesting a lack of integration. Managing channels separately may not only damage 
customer relationships but also increase costs unnecessarily. 
According to Stone, Hobbs, and Khaleeli (2002), the biggest challenges for multi-channel 
customer management are 
 Heavy investment in unconvincing channel strategies that result 
in a poor return on investment 
 Bringing together and standardizing data from all the interactions 
 Unifying the different systems 
 Eliminate boundaries between the channels 
 
 
Therefore these emerging challenges led to an evolution of the strategy. Synergies had to be 
created. 
To meet the technology fast growth, retailers initiated a move towards Omnichannel (this 
expression that will be used from now on, is not referred in some literature where they prefer 
to describe it as an evolution from multi-channel). 
 
2.2 Omni channel in Customer Management 
 
With the mobile channel and social media revolution, a different approach was required. One 
that could provide a seamless, unified customer experience, regardless of the channels used. 
Omni-channel is the final step of the evolution, from a single channel to a complete and 
holistic experience that merges these various touch points. The defining characteristic of 
omnichannel distribution is the assumption that any given customer will evaluate the product-
of-interest at several different points before making their final purchase(Dorman 2016). 
This approach differs from the multi-channel since there is no longer channel 1 or channel 2, 
but instead, a single customer base that interacts with retailers across all available channels. 
According to a 2014 study (APCC 2016), the channels used to communicate with customer 
service are constantly changing and the preferences are constantly changing. Moreover, the 
customer experience isn´t always integrated. According to a 2016 survey (Rockpool 2016), 
56% of the sample surveyed report that customer service representatives have been unable to 
access customers information between channels, preventing them to respond more accurately. 
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From a customer point of view omnichannel means very little. They don´t want to know what 
is behind these channels. What they want is to have a seamless experience throughout all 
channels and that the service quality remains high. 
 
Figure 4 – Customer services channels preferences 
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2.3 Channel Integration 
Consolidating the technology and the infrastructure can bring a lot of strong benefits. 
Efficiency savings will affect the service quality and decrease costs.  
However, this integration may be very difficult to achieve. Such cost savings may require 
initial investment and moreover, failure can increase even more the costs. For instance, 
adding a new channel like an e-chat service can bring even more workload if the customer 
had already sent an email or called with the same query and the channels are not integrated. 
This will lead to over processing since 3 channels (chat, email and phone) are all solving the 
same issue.  
Companies need to test and pilot different scenarios as well as to redesign all the channels 
communication(Stone, Hobbs, and Khaleeli 2002) . 
 
For this integrationSousa and Voss (2006)  and Kent et al. (2016) propose: 
2.3.1 Integration of the interaction with customers over multiple channels 
This comprises the development of adequate information systems to assure the coherence 
between the information exchanged with customers over different channels. This means, 
organizations have to provide a standardized approach to customers regardless of the channel 
they are using. This will be translated in standardizing reporting and flow of information for 
each customer. 
2.3.2 Integration between the virtual front office and the virtual and physical 
back offices 
The existence of a virtual front office is a big challenge that did not exist in traditional 
services. Companies need to be prepared to the exposure to a global audience with different 
needs. Moreover, being exposed to global customers increases the unpredictability of the 
demand across the virtual channels(Sousa and Voss 2006). This means several front offices 
are fragmented (by language, country) and need to be integrated in the same back office. On 
the other hand, the web channel offers a number of standardized automations that can help in 
this integration such as FAQs and contact forms(Lazaris and Vrechopoulos 2014). 
 
2.3.3 Integration of different technologies/IT systems and data integration 
For the great majority of the companies, when handling a customer contact center, different 
technologies/tools are used for different channels. This happens because different market 
needs often lead to different providers. As a result, according to Sousa and Voss (2006) this 
brings a big challenge in integrating different channels and ensuring high levels of IT 
reliability.  
As Neslin et al. (2006) explain, the ideal position for a firm would be a single customer view 
across all channels. This will not only improve the manner in which a company responds to 
customer needs but also allows them to actively anticipate those needs. 
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2.4 Customer Engagement  
When a customer experiences a multi-channel service, a significant challenge for the service 
organization is to ensure that the design of the multi-channel interface contributes to the 
service experience and helps to build bonds with customers (Cassab and MacLachlan 2009). 
It has been vastly proven in the literature the positive effects of the face to face customer 
service in the customer loyalty(Michael K. Brady and Jr. 2001);(Papadomichelaki and 
Mentzas 2012);(Sousa and Voss 2006);(Zeng, Wen, and Yen 2003).  
On the other hand, when talking about the effects of the technologic-enforced encounters, 
customers often seek to solve a problem in less time and with increased performance. This 
means, customer expectations are higher with the increase of channels they have to 
communicate with the support service. This happens because multiple complementary 
channels provide more, and more diverse, service outputs than single-channel strategies. 
When a merchant adds complexity to its customer interface by increasing customer contact 
points, he thereby expands both the quantity and possible combinations of service outputs 
available to their customers(Wallace, Giese, and Johnson 2004). 
Cassab and MacLachlan (2009) and Sousa and Voss (2006) both suggest that a multi-channel 
support service should be based in 4 pillars, figure 5. 
 
 
Figure 5 – Conceptual model of a multi-channel service (Cassab and MacLachlan 2009) 
 
Problem Handling – it represents the capability of a service to quickly provide a customer the 
right personnel to help him with his query. For example, in a call center this is represented by 
routing the right agent to the right customer which will lead to a faster and better inquiry 
resolution(Verhoef, Neslin, and Vroomen 2007, Verhoef et al. 2009). 
Record Accuracy - it represents the capability of recognize the customer uniqueness. 
Customers tend to do future business with an organization when they recognize they are being 
acknowledged in multi-channel transactions. For example, a customer doesn’t want to repeat 
information that he has previously given in another channel.  
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Usability – it includes navigation and ease of use. It is related to the ability of the customers 
to leave a query wherever and whenever they want, related to a pre or post order issue. For 
example, a customer might want to call and talk directly to a support agent or simply want to 
chat about a product he is currently seeing online. 
 
Scalability- in technology-enforced encounters this measure basically refers to the customer’s 
assessment of the ability to move up to a human-assisted mode of contact if needed.(Cassab 
and MacLachlan 2009) It is clear that a phone contact will always be the most important point 
of contact for a customer and should always be accessible for a customer to scale his query 
from an email, chat, SMS to a direct channel like the phone. 
 
To sum up, all these 4 pillars will lead to an increased trust and commitment from the 
customer. It is reasonable to expect that a positive multi-channel experience would strengthen 
structural bonding with the service provider (Cassab and MacLachlan 2009). Consequently 
customer satisfaction is likely to have a very positive impact on customer acquisition, 
extension, and retention. 
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3 Customer Service Tools and Workflows 
 
3.1 Customer Service Overview 
Farfetch Customer Services provides a high quality support for customers all around the 
globe. There are 3 different channels that can be used to reach Farfetch: 
1. Phone - During customer promise hours, time periods where the company commits to 
be available to answer phone calls. 
2. Email - Anytime of the day 
3. Contact Form - Anytime of the day 
 
 
Currently 10 different languages are supported spread across 8 contact centers:  
 
 
Figure 6 – Farfetch contact center locations 
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The customer promise when contacting through the phone lines is as follows: 
 
Table 1 – Customer promise hours by phone line 
 
 
As it can be perceived in Table 1, there are contact centers that support more than one phone 
line. Porto, London and LA centers work in a redundant system that will allow coverage for 
any emergency and ensure Farfetch increase the customer promise. Bear in mind that not all 
the agents work directly with the customer and can be working in the other internal teams. 
 
Targeting a luxury market will mean a luxury support to all the customers. Each call/email 
must be handled with personalized attention to assure customer satisfaction. Every customer 
service agent at Farfetch is required to speak English. That means every agent can handle 
customers from his native language or, if the workloads demands, can switch and handle 
English customers interactions. This will require an optimization of all the external tools used 
along this customer interaction. 
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3.2 Tools 
 
Internal 
 Farfetch Sales/Storm- Internal BackOffice tool for order management. They are 
integrated with Farfetch portal and will help to manage stock, organize and prepare 
orders and deal with returns, making a difference in the experience offered to 
customers. The version for Farfetch agents is called “Sales” and the BackOffice 
version for retail partners/boutiques is called “Storm”. 
 
External 
 Zendesk provides a cloud-based customer support platform which allows quicker and 
easier interaction between businesses and customers. It works as a ticketing platform 
where companies can handle customers’ emails (tickets). It gives the ability to 
integrate a company’s website contact form with the software. 
 Natterbox is a provider of Internet telephone service for businesses. The company 
provides both mobile and landline communications for businesses, as well as mobile 
call recording and voice-integration with various CRM systems. Farfetch use both the 
inbound and outbound solutions. 
 
 
Figure 7 – External tools workflow 
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3.3 Blended Environment 
 
The agents work in a blended environment. This means they spend the day either working on 
phone or on tickets in multiple languages. This real time routing of work is assured by the real 
time supervisors that assign agents for ticket or phone depending on the workload. This 
supervisors are also responsible for scheduling all the agents making sure there are enough 
agents to handle the calls. 
3.4 Channels 
 
When a customer contacts Farfetch there are currently 3 channels to do it: contact form, email 
and phone 
 
3.4.1 Contact Form/Email 
These 2 channels can be mapped together as they have communication between them and are 
integrated in Zendesk.  
In the contact form, customer accesses Farfetch website and in the “Help and Contact us” 
page can fill in a contact form. This will automatically create an email in the Zendesk 
platform with the details customer filled in the form. Alternatively customer can directly send 
an email to Farfetch support domain. This will also trigger an email in Zendesk but this time 
without the additional information. 
 
 
Figure 8 – Contact Form 
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When the customer uses the contact form the ticket is pre-categorized and the agents will see 
a pre-filled ticket. This includes customer information like language, phone number and the 
customer categories: How to shop, Product Information, Shipping Options, Delivery, Returns 
and Technical Difficulties. 
All this pre-categorization is key to use the software business rules to allocate the ticket to the 
right team. 
  
In Zendesk each ticket has a life cycle, i.e. the stages it gets through before it gets solved: 
New – When a support request arrives it is automatically set to New. 
Open –When an agent is assigned to a ticket it is set as Open. This becomes a backlog ticket 
that needs to be addressed. 
On-Hold – Backlog ticket assigned to an agent waiting for an internal response. 
Pending – Backlog ticket assigned to an agent waiting for a response from the ticket 
requester. 
Solved –When the issue is resolved. Between the stage Solved and Closed the ticket requester 
can still reply back to the agent and the ticket will be automatically set as Open. 
Closed – After a pre-defined amount of time the ticket will be automatically set to Closed and 
archived. This means that from this moment onwards is not possible to restart the 
conversation in this ticket. 
 
 
 
Figure 9 – Ticketing tool interface 
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Business Rules and Views 
Views are used to organize all the tickets for the agents interface. They are essential to 
manage the tickets workflow and grouping tickets according to teams’ needs. They are used to 
guide agents’ workflow by grouping them into language, priority, status or even organize by 
tiers. For example, below you can see views divided by language where agents will only see 
the view they are assigned to, or even a management view for escalation of important tickets 
to the supervisors team. 
 
Figure 10 – Ticketing tool views 
 
Furthermore, another important feature of the software are the business rules. These rules are 
pre-defined actions that are automatic applied to tickets. In a simple way they mean “if 
condition x is verified then do y”. 
When a ticket is created or updated the system, will run all the rules and trigger the actions. 
There are multiple conditions and actions that can be done to a ticket that will help streamline 
the workflow and reduce agents’ manual work. For instance, change tickets status, priority or 
group, add tags to a ticket, set a value to a field, notify agents by email, etc. 
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Figure 11 – Ticketing tool business rules 
 
 
3.4.2 Phone 
 
This channel is provided by Natterbox software. There are 2 ways this call might happen, 
inbound and outbound. 
Inbound happens when the customer calls the customer services. According to the country 
code of the customer, he will see the number in the website corresponding to his country of 
origin.  
An IVR system will validate the business hours and route the call to the first available agent. 
If no agent is available it will enter in a queue, figure 12. In this example the numbers are first 
validated by fraud, the call is connected and the record starts followed by a validation of the 
business hours. If the call is outside the business hours, an “office closed” message will be 
heard and if not the system will try to route to any available agent. 
Outbound happens when the customer is contacted by the customer services, usually to clarify 
a query. The outbound campaign used is commonly referred as preview dialing. In this type of 
outbound campaign the agent is able to see the customer details and the purpose of the 
interaction and only then initiate the interaction. 
As Farfetch works in a blended environment Real time Supervisors make sure there are 
always enough people working on the phone for each language provided. This is 
accomplished by monitoring the real time wallboards. 
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Figure 12 – Customer Service UK routing 
 
 
However, this software brings up also some problems in terms of workforce management. 
From a real time management perspective, there is no way of having the visibility of the calls 
duration. Therefore, it can impact the real time monitoring, as there will be a lack of control 
of the average handle time, measured by the sum of talking time, hold time and wrap up time. 
Moreover, since there is no option to customize real time wallboards, a supervisor doesn´t 
have enough resources in terms of live information to help manage the customer service 
operations. This includes the lack of visibility of the schedule adherence, which measures the 
degree to which the agents work the specific hours scheduled. This happens because there 
aren´t any log in log out interactions, the reason of being not ready is not stored and if by any 
chance the agent forgets to log out there isn’t any mechanism to force an inactive state. For 
instance, if the agent leaves the office and he is still logged in the system calls will still be 
routed, increasing waiting times for the customer. Only after 30 seconds the call will be 
routed to the next available agent. This issue will continue to happen until the agent is logged 
out. 
  
To finish, several other limitations come with this provider. Examples are the delays on the 
service when using a softphone which causes ghost calls (customer connected but no agent on 
the other end of the call). Other examples include lack of reporting, server issues not showing 
what´s really happening and also inability to plan holidays for agents, meaning that every year 
holidays must be added and then removed from the calls service routing.  
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3.5 Current Workflow 
Zendesk is the driver of all customer service process. 
When contact comes from email or contact form the process is initiated automatically in 
Zendesk. When the contact comes from the phone, agent creates a ticket manually in the end 
of the call. This ticket will not be associated to any user unless the agent has customer’s info.  
Also, in Zendesk, the trigger to open a ticket can also come from an internal client, when 
other team is requesting customer service assistance or even where there is an automatic ticket 
created by the sales platform. This happens because internal teams communicate with each 
other using this platform. However, the workflow was set up for the 5 teams much like 5 
different companies communicating with each other. They use 5 different accounts in 
Zendesk and share the tickets with each other whenever they need to communicate internally 
to solve the tickets. 
Furthermore, there is no clear distinction between what teams do. For instance, although 
Partner Services team is in charge of contacting with boutiques, customer service can also do 
it directly, figure 13. Customer service uses partner services team as an escalation if the 
boutiques do not reply. 
 
 
 
Figure 13 – Ticketing tool workflow 
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The real problem with the workflow starts when ticket sharing between Customer Service and 
Partner Service happens: 
1. Customer Service receives a new ticket (either from a final customer or an internal 
client) 
2. Customer Service contacts directly the boutique to solve the problem-Ticket A 
3. Boutique doesn´t answer or takes too long to answer 
4. Customer Service requests Partner Services help by sharing a ticket -Ticket B, 
escalation ticket 
5. Partner Services create another ticket to contact boutique - Ticket C 
 
In the end, for the same problem there will be 3 different open tickets in the platform. 
Boutiques often have 2 tickets with exactly the same problem one from CS and other from 
PS. They answer to both with same information or sometimes only to the most recent one 
leaving one team without answer. 
 
This problem is mainly due to the way the software communication was set up. There is no 
visibility between tickets shared amongst different teams. Let´s say, in the most difficult case, 
customer service team needs help from delivery team, partner services and production team. 
They create a ticket and share them with their 3 accounts. 
What will happen is that at the moment the sharing happens visibility is lost. That means it 
becomes impossible to track each ticket from the beginning to the end. 
 
This lack of standardized work leads to several inconsistencies along the process. 
 Over processing - 2 teams working on the same problem; 
 People waiting - Waste of working time waiting for an answer that might already be 
given to another team; 
 Misused resources -Allocating unnecessary resources to solving a problem; 
 Backlog increases - both teams will have an increased backlog in tickets. Customer 
will wait more time for the solution. 
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4 Implemented actions and solutions 
4.1 Diagnosis of the situation 
At the start of the project it was clear that improving internal communication of the internal 
teams was of utmost importance. In order to achieve this goal was important to understand 
what the current scenario was and how the communication was being done. Thus, this led to a 
deep analysis of the software database.  
 
This database is connected to an SQL Server that is then used by the Analysts to process data 
for the creation of reports and dashboards for the company. This integration with the provider 
results in a series of tables in Farfetch server that can be easily manipulated. 
The first step of the project started with the mapping of all this database communication. The 
goal was to identify pain points where manual and non-valuable work could be removed, 
optimized or automated. 
Currently the Zendesk database consists in 21 tables as it can be perceived in figure 14. 
 
In order to understand this database, several points must be considered: 
The two most important sections are the Tickets section and the Users section. Combined, 
they aggregate most of the information about customer contacts and interactions to solve a 
query with all the filled fields, events and comments by the agents. 
Sharing agreements gives an important overview about the internal communication. Every 
time a ticket is shared a new row is added in the “TicketsSharingAgreements” table that will 
also be identified if it is an outbound or inbound by the “SharingAgreements“ table. 
All the tables have the AccountID identifier. This happens because the 5 internal teams use 5 
different accounts in Zendesk; so, for each table, there must be a column identifying the 
account.
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Figure 14 – Ticketing tool database schema 
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After the analysis of this scheme, a number of pain points were identified: 
No clear visibility - With 5 different accounts in the database it is impossible to track a ticket 
from its inception to its closure. This is an important issue since it prevents the analysts to 
determine which steps are increasing ticket resolution and the true cost to solve a ticket. The 
only way to trace a ticket between accounts would be with 1 by 1 text analysis of the 
comment which would lead to an enormous effort of queries and databases. 
Pre-categorization of contacts - Little to no pre-categorization of contacts was being done. 
At the inception of a ticket most of its values and custom fields were empty. Only customer 
tickets coming from the website could be pre-categorized by language and customer info. All 
the remaining internal contacts were not being pre-categorized. This meant a higher than 
normal manual work to redirect the ticket to the current team/ group of agents. In some cases 
the agents had to open the tickets 1 by 1 in a view with 300 tickets just to find their assigned 
tickets. 
Longer time to case resolution - Agents spending time tracking down tickets, rather than 
working tickets. 
Operational Costs increased - Premature concessions in the form of refunds/promo codes 
given to customers because tickets cannot be resolved in a quick timeframe. 
Customer satisfaction – This essential item is compromised based on longer than normal 
resolution times. 
Process improvement initiatives - Inability to identify people, process, and technology 
bottlenecks at a local level. 
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In addition, to complete this auditing, a list of requirements was prepared. The goal was to 
understand current limitations of the way the software was being used and what could 
potentially be improved. This list is presented below. 
 
Table 2 – Ticketing tool requirements 
Requirements Software 
Zendesk 
Notes 
Workflow requirements   
Define process workflow based on Farfetch category   
Graphical configuration of workflows/processes   
 
Clear ticket workflow visibility and flow of information 
 
Limited 
5 Zendesk accounts, 
visibility is lost when a 
ticket is shared 
Assign and re-assign cases to agents   
Track internal communication between departments   
Create and pre-categorize tickets via API   API - Application process 
interface 
Automatic response suggestions   
   
Workload Management   
Prioritize tickets according to business goals Limited  
Prioritize agent's work according to current needs   
Workload balance and monitoring Limited  
   
Integrations   
 
 
BackOffice FF tools 



Identifying client and 
integrate these tools will 
avoid agents working on 
multiple interfaces 
Phone and Chat   
Social Media  Limited  
External apps   
FF contact Form integration   
   
Metrics and Databases   
Real time KPI's with ability to create personalized KPI’s   
Reporting/Dashboards real time and with trending 
functionalities and ability to prioritize work according to 
them 
  
Ability to create our own reports   
Database with all customer communications    
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  
Functional requirements   
Multi skill agents  By language, markets, 
teams 
Routing multi skill agents to multiple groups   
Role Restriction  Define agents access to 
work according to needs 
 
Multi queue management 


Organize multiple queues 
and avoid 2 agents 
processing same contact 
Customized User Interface Limited  
Attach and Remove Files based on permissions   
Child contacts  Represent contacts linked 
to a main contact 
Triggers/Macros  To categorize and 
automatize work 
Personalized Satisfaction Survey  Personalized questions 
and ratings 
Multiple problem statuses and case urgency   
Timestamps along the ticket status; edition times   
Personalized checklist; "to-do" work personalized   
Personalized monitoring mode for supervisors   
Internal notes for each agent   
Synchronization with a personalized calendar   
Sandbox environment Limited Current testing 
Environment does not 
replicate real features 
Live Escalations  Possibility to escalate an 
issue to a supervisor 
Multiple currencies   
Multi Lingual capabilities   
Local and global time zone settings   
Flag certain tickets   
   
Customer   
Customers black list   
Customer trends and journey from previous support issues 
and customer interactions 
 Customer profile will help 
to prioritize work 
Flag VIP customers   
Multiple brand support   
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Other 
  
PCI Compliance  Payment card industry 
compliance 
Sources of support   
 
 
 
After the analysis of this requirement list some solutions are proposed: 
 Map the internal workflows of exceptions and contests: tickets created by boutiques in 
the sales platform usually for abnormal situations when processing an order or when 
boutiques want to contest a return; 
 Use sandbox environment to create a training environment for different teams and 
consolidate use cases; 
 Test the integration of social media in the case management tool platform (Zendesk); 
 Test and consolidate the integration between the case management tool and the phone 
provider; 
 Improve internal workflows with several small upgrades in the tool. 
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4.2 Internal workflows 
 
There are several cases where boutiques create a ticket when something is out of control. 
These cases generate a ticket to the customer service team that will try to solve the issue. 
However, the necessity of being this team to handle these issues can be questionable. From a 
performance and business goals perspective these cases were analysed. The analysis will be 
personalized for each issue. 
4.2.1 Types of issues 
The types of issues considered were the types of exceptions and contests categorized by 
Farfetch. Those include “Wrong Size”, “Wrong Price”, “Wrong Item”,” Faulty Item”, 
“Double Order” and “Discount for Imperfect Item” and the contested returns “Box 
Damaged”, “Item to repair”, “Late Return”, “Return not arrived”, “No security Tag”, “Not 
Mine”, “Worn/Damaged”. 
4.2.2 Analysis steps 
 
For each issue a thorough analysis was done, each following the same steps: 
 Collection of data since June 2016 from the tickets database. 
 Analysis of the first action to understand which team did what. 
 Analysis of the number of times customer was contacted during the process 
 Calculation of the productive hours 
 Calculation of the percentage of less duplicated tickets if these issues were transferred 
to another team 
 Final conversion in number of less software licenses needed and monthly savings 
 
4.2.3 Example of an issue analysis- Worn/Damaged 
 
This example called “Worn/Damaged” represents the case when boutiques contest a return 
claiming the item is worn or is damaged. This generates a ticket to the Customer Service team 
that will take further actions. 
Then, first action was analyzed  and are show in picture 14. In 68% of the cases the first 
action was with the boutiques, usually to ask for further details like a photo of the item. Only 
8% of the cases the customer was contacted in the first action. The value “merged” in figure 
15 represents the action when the agent merges this case with a previous existent one and 
close ticket when this case requires no further action. 
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Figure 15 – Issue “worn/damaged” 1st Action 
 
 
To truly understand if the team contacted the customer during the entire process and not only 
in the first action further analysis was done. In 42% of the times the customer was contacted. 
However, for this specific case, most of the customer contacts are impatient clients asking 
about the state of their return. The answer is usually straightforward since the customer will 
have to wait for the clarification from boutiques. 
 
Figure 16 –Percentage of customers contacted during the process 
 
 
The next step was the calculation of the productive hours which was done by collecting the 
sum of tickets, the sum of edit time and multiply these two values. For this case it was: 
 
Table 3 – Productive hours 
Sum of tickets Sum of Edit time [h] Productive hours[h] 
4915 339 1666185 
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The next step was to prove if the change of the team handling these cases would add value 
and potentially decrease the number of tickets. The percentage of tickets shared with the 
partner services team was 50%. This means that if this case was changed to Partner Services 
team less 50% of tickets would be created. However it is necessary to subtract to that value 
the number of times the customer is contacted, between 8% (1st Action) and 42% (Customer 
contacted however most of the time just to understand status of return). The below figure 
represents the advantages this process would give if it was transferred to PS team. Even if at 
most 42.1% of the cases require a customer contact, it would still end up in 8% less duplicated 
tickets internally.  
 
Figure 17 – Case study if process changed to PS team 
 
 
To complete this analysis to convert this percentage in monthly savings, no increase in 
volume was considered. That means that for the volume studied, 1666185 productive hours, 
in the worst case scenario the number would decrease to 1666185*0.92=1532890 productive 
hours.  
 
 
For the remaining issues the analysis explained above was also replicated. (results in 
Appendix B) 
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4.2.4 Pre-categorization of tickets 
 
Following the previous analysis, regardless of whichever team these tickets would be 
redirected to, it was necessary to pre-categorize the cases so they could be routed to the right 
agents. 
Without any pre-categorization the pool of new tickets regarding these issues would have all 
the cases from all the teams meaning that the agents had to manually pull 1 by 1 and assign 
them to the right team, queue example on figure 18. 
 
 
Figure 18 – Queue of exceptions and contests tickets 
 
 
The pre-categorization proposed was an API integration between Zendesk and Farfetch 
internal tools (Sales and Storm) that generate these tickets. 
After the management decision of which issues where to be routed to which teams, it was 
necessary to identify which information could be automatically populated in the case 
management tool. 
To be able to define the workflows for each case the automatically populated fields needed 
were order id, boutique name and stock point, boutique country, type of exception or contest 
and item id (an order can have more than one item and each of them will have an id). 
Therefore, this improvement will allow the redirection of tickets by team, language, group of 
boutiques or even by type of exception. For instance, a ticket concerning the exception 
“Suggest an alternative” from a Brazilian boutique can now be redirected to the Brazil team 
that takes care of these requests instead of needing to pull the ticket from a queue. To recap, it 
is considered a shift from a pull to a push method of working meaning that the tickets would 
be given to agents instead of being them to select what they want to work on. 
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In order to improve internal workflows the sharing option between teams was also considered. 
This option is mandatory when an agent wants to share the ticket with another team. The 
changes were done to standardize the communication of all the 5 teams using the provider 
Zendesk and to make sure that on the other end the ticket could be redirected to the right 
team. The main improvements will be noticed in the Partner Services team. Before this 
change, the ticket shared entered to this team queue with the information of the country.  
Although that information was important it was considered insufficient since this team is 
divided by clusters. According to the GMV of a boutique, they are allocated to a tier for 
instance Italy tier 0, Italy tier 1, etc. Looking from an internal communication perspective, it 
was insufficient just to have the country information when sharing a case. Thus, it was added 
new sharing options that require the agents to select the right partner before sharing a case. 
For instance, when sharing a case for the store “Gente Roma” the selection would be Partner 
Services>PS Italy>tier0>Gente Roma, figure 19. This selection would allow the redirection of 
this case to the right cluster and be able to have a team just handling those cases. The 
redirection was done with the business rules option. 
 
  
 
 
Figure 19 – New sharing option 
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4.3 Training Environment 
This feature came with the necessity of supervisors to have an interface where they could 
have new hires to work on real cases. Thus, the software Zendesk training environment was 
tested.  
To accomplish this it was necessary to collect tickets from the database and then send them by 
e-mail to the software replicating, as close as possible, the way a customer sends an email to 
the customer support services. 
The following requirements were taken into account: 
 2 teams involved: Customer Services and Partner Services 
 Tickets from 2015 between 25-11-2015 and 30-11-2015 (Black Friday- busiest period) 
 Grouped by language 
 Selection of the categories that will translate in difficult cases to manage 
 
The query that represents this selection is shown on Appendix A. 
To translate this information into real tickets it was necessary to use an excel macro that 
would fire e-mails from an excel table to the case management software (Appendix A.) 
 
Figure 20 – Training views grouped by language 
 
 
In this testing environment agents can open and solve real customer contacts, using exactly 
the same workflow they will use in the real environment. All the communications to the 
customer were disabled but the forms and fields remain the same. 
The only differences are the customer’s email and phone number, usually automatically filled 
in when a ticket is created. 
Below one can see the differences between the same ticket in the reality and in the training 
environment. 
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Figure 21 – Ticketing tool real environment 
 
 
 
Figure 22 - Ticketing tool training environment 
 
 
 
As it is clearly perceivable by the comparison of the two pictures above, a nearly perfect copy 
of the real environment was achievable. 
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4.4 Social Media Integration 
 
At the beginning of this project all social media queries (Facebook and Twitter) were being 
handled in a different platform. This meant that a social media team would scan all the queries 
from the different channels and escalate them to the Customer Service team if further action 
was needed.  
It represented an additional work from this team to escalate the queries and therefore 
additional load to the internal workflows of the customer service team since there was an 
extra team handling the queries between Customer Service team and the final customer. 
The proposed solution was to integrate this social queries into the case management tool 
(Zendesk), where the queries would be handled directly by the Customer Service team. This 
would allow a faster response to the customer queries by eliminating an extra step but also 
provide a better problem handling by the right team. 
To achieve this goal an additional view was created in the tool that would aggregate all this 
Social queries. 
This view was separated by Facebook and Twitter and, within those, a separation by public 
posts and private messages was done, figure 23. 
 
 
Figure 23 –View for twitter queries 
 
 
Before this integration, no data was being collected and analyzed. There was no means of 
gathering this information since all the queries were disperse in different platforms. With this 
integration the queries became available in Farfetch databases. That represents a significant 
shift since this channel data can be now added to all the current dashboards and reporting 
already in use. That includes all the KPI’s for tickets such as new interactions, interactions 
solved, current backlog, response rate, SLA’s, average first reply time and average full 
resolution time. Below you can see the examples of these metrics for this channel. 
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Figure 24 – Reporting insights for social media queries 
 
 
From end of November to 20/12/2016 only the English Facebook page was integrated. The 
full integration with all the language of the social queries in the platform started at 20/12/2016 
as it can be perceived by the peak in the “social tickets created” graphic. From twitter 
channel, since all the mentions were considered, the volume was higher compared to twitter 
private messages and Facebook queries. 
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4.5 Phone – Ticketing Integration 
 
Before 
 
At the beginning of this project the phone-ticketing integration was done in a very manual 
way. The agent, at the end of every call during the wrap-up time, had to manually create a 
“phone ticket”. This follow-up ticket would require the agent to search for any ongoing 
conversations with the customer before opening a new conversation, figure 25. If this 
association was not done, it might happen that another query of the client regarding the same 
topic would have to be solved by another agent. This will contribute to overprocessing and 
increasing backlog. During the previous set up, to do this whole process the agent had to ask 
the client for his details such as the email address. Also, this association would be simply 
close one ticket with a comment “ticket id x closed and merged with ticket id y”. Although 
this would prevent another agent to work on the same ticket it wouldn´t give any customer 
context for further reporting. 
 
 
Figure 25 – Previous agents’ workflow for the phone ticket 
 
 
After 
 
The provider of the telephony services for customer support services changed. Following the 
steps of the integration proposed in chapter 2, this change opened several ways of 
improvement of customer support services. 
The first change proposed with the new provider was to reduce the number of interfaces an 
agent had to view during his work. This was accomplished by merging the ticketing and 
phone interface under the same interface, using the software API. It allows any 3rd party 
application, if given the right permissions, to develop integrations with the platform. This 
feature could be used from simple to complex integrations, for instance  integrating a web 
form, creating tickets on behalf of a customer or even develop an internal application for the 
platform. The latest was used for the phone-ticketing integration.  
 
Furthermore, this would allow a full integration for the “phone ticket created”. This means 
that, after a call, the new provider software would automatically do one out of the following 
options. 
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Inbound calls 
The software will search the user by phone number and create a ticket with several details, 
figure 26.This ticket details can be customizable. If the customer that called already existed, 
the software will open the customer open interactions, figure 27. The agent could then look 
and see if the call was directly related to any of the customer previous interactions and 
associate it with the automatic ticket created. This association can be a 1-to-many 
relationship, which means 1 ticket can have more than one call associated.  
 
Outbound calls 
During the outbound calls if it is a manual outbound call related to a customer open query 
there will be an option to associate the call with the corresponding ticket. If it is a campaign 
outbound call, usually using the preview method, it will create again a ticket with the 
customers’ details in the end of the call. 
 
 
 
Figure 26 – Automatic ticket created after a call 
 
 
Figure 27 – Example of a customer’s open interactions 
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In addition, these changes in the workflows will bring not only a time saving feature for 
customer services advisors but also provide a better customer context for reporting and data 
analysis. This means that with every data collected, will be possible to associate customers’ 
calls and emails having a clear perception of each customer’s interactions regardless of the 
channel used (email or phone). Improving this analysis will mean better customer insights that 
can help to anticipate potential opportunities and improvements. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 28 – Agents workflow for the phone ticket 
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4.6 Other Tool improvements 
 
In Zendesk there are some tickets that are automatically created for NPS surveys. Since these 
tickets come from a general email with the survey information there is no way to do a bulk 
follow-up email with customers that give Farfetch bad reviews. The only way to it was 
selecting one by one and manually send the emails. 
 
 
Figure 29 - NPS ticket example 
A small script within the case management tool was developed. It will change the ticket 
requester from the general email to the customer email that comes in the ticket. With this 
implementation, bulk outbound emails can be sent. 
 
 
Figure 30 – Script to change ticket requester 
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5 Conclusions and Future projects 
 
The online industry is in constant evolution. It is necessary to keep things moving in a fast 
pace and adapt to the customers’ needs in order to be a step ahead of the competition. Even in 
an industry that generates millions in revenue, efficiency and process optimization are key 
aspects. 
This project aimed to improve the usage of external tools for customer support services. First 
action taken was to audit the case management tool and list the requirements needed to better 
understand its current limitations. This action was of vital importance since it gave a clear 
perception of which features could be enhanced and what was being misused.  
The following actions of studying internal communication and internal workflows were taken 
in 3 steps. First the business case proving that such cases were not being handled by the right 
team. Almost every case, if routed to the proper team, would represent a decrease of the 
internal communication. This was proved calculating the percentage of duplicated tickets 
created between Customer Service team, Partner Services team and the boutiques. Secondly, 
to increase the efficiency of this routing, the pre-categorization of the cases.  Giving context 
to each case with the boutique name, boutique country, type of exception and order number 
will allow the handling of these cases by the proper teams. This will be accomplished by 
using the software business rules such as triggers and automations. Finally, the sharing option 
needs to be set up flawless to allow the right redirection of the cases. It will represent a 
change from a pull system where agents select the cases they want to work on to a push 
system where the highest priority case will be given to the agent. These 3 improvements 
together will represent a significant increase of the efficiency in the usage of the case 
management tool. 
Additionally, the first steps for channel integration were done, bringing together the queries 
from customers over the different channels used. This was accomplished by testing the use 
cases of the social media queries and integration and the phone-ticketing integration. This 
standardized approach will contribute to assure the coherence between the information 
exchanged with customers over different channels. The flow of information between the 
customer support services and the customer will improve with significant gains in terms of the 
mains KPI’s such as full resolution time, first reply time, satisfaction rating, and percentage of 
reopen queries. Expected improvements are also the decrease of the total backlog and the 
better allocation of headcount. 
Moreover, from a tools management perspective, some improvements can be found. A shift 
towards a more centralized operation can be noticed in the operational teams. Having each 
team managing their own tool would lead to several inconsistencies in processes. On the other 
hand, if this management is centralized and done by a support team for the operational teams 
several improvements may happen. For starters, efficiency gains and increased in the quality 
of information will be noticed. Also if there is consistency among all the departments using 
the tool, all the communication will be standardized leading to the optimization of the 
workflows and the removal of the non-valuable work. 
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5.1 Future Projects 
Several enhancement opportunities are yet to be explored within the case management tool. 
The most important and most valuable for the operational teams is the case visibility. This 
means that currently, there is no manner of following a case since its inception to its closure. 
A query from a customer that needs to be handled by the different internal teams cannot be 
followed by an outside perspective. Only inside each team there is the perspective of what is 
happening but never from a global perspective. What this means is that it becomes more 
difficult to identify pain points and process bottlenecks that contribute to longer case 
resolution. 
Furthermore, a proactive approach to customer queries is also an opportunity. The possibility 
to detect customer trends and needs in real time and then proactively engage with them is a 
major feature for a high end business like Farfetch. Targeting the customers with a solution 
before they complain about the problem would only be possible with a case management tool 
that could help to detect these behaviors. This opportunity is directly related to the previous 
one since it’s only possible to anticipate customer behavior if a company is capable of 
detecting bottlenecks in a real time. For instance, if there is a global visibility over all the 
processes, it could be easy to detect a problem in delivery services and proactively target the 
customers affected. 
To sum up, there is a clear demonstration that it is necessary to change the local management 
of the external tool to a global management. Only that way it would be possible to have a 
global view of the case management tool and be able to determine which actions to take in 
which teams in order to speed up problem solving and increase the overall customer 
satisfaction and decrease operational costs.  
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